The "COMPANION" and "LEE" are specialties for the coming season, to be found in our Hot Department. They are sold to be worn strictly intended for smoking, travelling, bicycling and banannas purposes. The colors range from 82 cents to 82.

Men's Binder-bearded PANAMA HATS are now 73 cents. They contemplated above the face and used.

From one stock of Bost's famous Stones we like to show customers the Mens French Oily, Round-socket BUTTONS SHOES on and the French Matt Kid, Low-cut Shoe also handsomely. These goods were fully as well as they look.

For ordinary wear, buyers can always change from month's sale on BOST's GIFTS, at $2 25; BOXED TOED ALEXIS, at $2.50 or Short BROGUES, from $1 25 to $2 50.

BOYS' LOW-CUT SHOES,
For June 1 to 15

50 CENTS!

A limited quantity left of the
Infants' Shoes, 5e a pair,
Advertised yesterday.

For $8 75, we have a MICROSCOPE, with reflecting mirror, object glass and illuminating light. This instrument is perfect in every way and can be readily carried by Teachers, Students and others in their summer expeditions in the country.

We have a Good CARRIAGE WHIP for 55 cents. Our 83 WHIPS are all of the same by various goods are worked at the same reasonable prices.

CARRIAGE DUSTERS, from 75 cents to 84. A full line.

A Small Stripe, Rich Color Polyester, at 95 cents.

A Good WHITE MARSEILLES VEST, at 81. Perhaps twelve or more different qualities and styles in Duck, Marcesilles and Paper, White or Fancy Styles, from 81 upward.

It is said by those who have tried elsewhere that our assortment of SUMMER VESTS are this season by far the most extensive and satisfactory in variety of style.

A NOVELTY! MARSEILLES VEST (Beatable), can be worn on or off the button.

Wool and Cotton-mixed MEN'S SUIT for summer wear, dark colors. $8. Style of coat, neck, and trousers are printed for street wear.

MEN'S BLUE FLANNEL SACK SETS, $10. Quality much better than what is usually sold at that price.

WEINSTOCK & LUBIN
Proprietors' Mechanics' Store!

ONE PRICE!